
MILWAUKEE TRANSPORT SERVICES, INC. 

 

Monday, July 8, 2019 

 

 

ADDENDUM NO:  1 

 

BID NO:   2019-16 BUS BATTERIY 

 

OPENING DATE:      JULY 24, 2019 @ 2:00 PM, CST 

 

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING QUESTION(S): 
 
 
 
Q: We have the same battery, North Star NSB-AGM-8D to bid.  We stock this battery with the variance 
being our own personal brand label.  Same Northstar battery, exact same spec sheet, and ratings.  We 
discussed a potential sample, would you like me to have a sample brought to you? 
 
Answer:  Yes, we will need a physical battery dropped off exactly how you’d delivery it, with the 
terminals on it. What MCTS uses does have both automotive and threaded terminal styles.  The 
maintenance department will the determine if the product is an approved equal. Another addendum 
will be released with the response. 
 

 
 
 
 
Q; Also, please clarify cores on each yearly breakdown.  For example, we too would be a 1 for 1 core 
deposit program.  On the form it has space for battery price and core credit.  In turn, in order to give you 
core credit I would need to charge for the core, please add a line for core cost.  That way it can be 
battery price, plus core price, minus core return.   
 
Answer:  Line one of price page, bid a unit price per battery that includes the core refund. Then on line 2 
of the price page indicate the refund for each core. Method of award: MCTS will calculate the cost per 
battery by subtracting the core refund from the price of the battery. 
 
Also, it states 150 per year except in year 2 it says 200 cores, typo?   
 
 



 
Answer:  Yes, that is a typo, the estimated usage is 150 batteries per year.  
 
Q: Can I send the final bid electronically? 
 
Answer: Bids cannot be sent electronically – bids must be sent per the bid document, in a sealed 
envelope that identified the bid name and number. BUS BATTERIES BID 2019-16. Late bids will not be 
accepted.  
 
The deadline for questions and approved equals for this bid will be extended to Monday July 15, 2019 
close of business. The due date for bids remains the same.  
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

BID 2019-16 

 

 

Please sign and return one copy with the BID Documents.  

          

We acknowledge receipt of Addendum # 1. 

 

 

 

                                                                          ____________________________________ 

Name                  Company Name 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________________  _____________________________________                                                                        

Signature                                      Date 
 


